FIRST RESIDENCE
10 OAK LEAF DRIVE, MORGAN HILL, CA
KERR & JENNY FIRST

"FOR PLANNING APPROVAL ONLY—NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION"

EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS

NOTES:
1. SEE 2/A0.1a FOR PLUMBING GENERAL NOTES
2. SEE 3/A0.1a FOR MECHANICAL GENERAL NOTES
3. SEE 3/A0.1a FOR ELECTRICAL GENERAL NOTES
4. SEE 4/A0.1a FOR PLAN AND INTERIOR GENERAL NOTES
5. EXTERIOR HARDSCAPE AND EXTERIOR STAIRS NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY—SEE A0.3a FOR 3D MODEL VIEWS

ELEVATION GRID LINE KEY

A FINISH FLOOR = ±966.75’
B ROOF HEIGHT: BR2, BR3, BR4 = ±976.75’
C ROOF HEIGHT: GARAGE, MASTER SUIT E, MUDROOM, FOYER, BA5 = ±977.75’
D ROOF HEIGHT: DEN, COVERED PATIO = ±979.75’
E ROOF HEIGHT: GREAT ROOM = ±982.75’
F MAX BUILDING HEIGHT = ±984.75’

KEYNOTES

1. SEE 2/A0.1a FOR PLUMBING GENERAL NOTES
2. SEE 3/A0.1a FOR MECHANICAL GENERAL NOTES
3. SEE 3/A0.1a FOR ELECTRICAL GENERAL NOTES
4. SEE 4/A0.1a FOR PLAN AND INTERIOR GENERAL NOTES
5. EXTERIOR HARDSCAPE AND EXTERIOR STAIRS NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY—SEE A0.3a FOR 3D MODEL VIEWS

ELEVATION GRID LINE KEY

A FINISH FLOOR = ±966.75’
B ROOF HEIGHT: BR2, BR3, BR4 = ±976.75’
C ROOF HEIGHT: GARAGE, MASTER SUIT E, MUDROOM, FOYER, BA5 = ±977.75’
D ROOF HEIGHT: DEN, COVERED PATIO = ±979.75’
E ROOF HEIGHT: GREAT ROOM = ±982.75’
F MAX BUILDING HEIGHT = ±984.75’